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19 Comments

 

• •

Dave Rubenstein •  

The author (and the headline editor, especially) seem to confuse the phenomenon that yeast and the flies provide

benefits to one another with the idea that these benefits were "designed" in some way. Evolution's natural selection

rewards genes that work better in a given environment, but those better-working genes cannot be said to be

designed, rather they are random mutations that continued to be replicated because they helped their host.

   

• •

Michael Hart  •  

If i chose to build my house on a solid bit of mountain, are you also going to deny that I've designed it,

because mountains are a geological process? Beer evolved? That's about the funniest idea i've heard this

month. It's just as stupid to try to suggest that the author is suggesting that, back in the 1930's, someone

chose this bit of goo over that one to make beer because it smells good is a proof that God exists. I don't

read that here. "Deletion of ATF-1 alters the olfactory response". Yup, thats in Psalms somewhere, so God

must exist. Understand, I'm Christian, and understand that God did plan everything ahead of time. I'm not

suggesting otherwise. I'm suggesting that arguing the designs of man must be rewritten to support evolution

is beyond paranoid, and only weakens your position that evolution is science, not a tenet of atheist religion.

Wake up, drink more coffee, and read the article again. Designers (meaning people with calculators) have

been manipulating the DNA of much of what goes into your mouth for decades. This is called genetics. They

are writing about genetics here. It exists whether you or I believe in it.

   

• •

Jeff  •  

why r u so mad about this? Was it because u were just designed that way?

   

• •

Jordan Lewis  •  

LoL @ Dave and his crazy mythology of accidental magic.

   

• •

Patty Brown  •  

Jordan and his crazy mythology of a benign creator who plans everything.

   

• •

Jeff  •  

Lol @ patty, because I want to join in on the fun!

   

• •

enmukeeenmukee  •  

Why bother stating the obvious? Most people already know that. And people who do not, will never know.

Natural Selection is the most Intelligent Design.

 

• •

Grendelmon •  

"Designed?"

   

• •

BigAl1825  •  

Yes, by natural selection.

   

• •

Patty Brown •  

Once again, we have to wonder, who's "using" who?

  

• •

Throckmartin •  

Yeast may be a successful organism, in part due to the odor, but it was not designed to attract flies. Evolution isn't

'design', that is something engineers do.

Oh wait, I almost forgot that scientists have discovered that all organisms were designed by God (depending on

how you define God).

  

• •

Michael Hart  •  

It's sad that anyone could or would try to see a conspiracy in this article. FYI: Your argument against

intelligent design seems to proclaim ID much more than the article above. Thanks, and keep up the good

work.

   

• •

roflroflrofl  •  

Sir you and your loved one in that picture are atrocities against man. You are so viciously ugly that it

defies any possible inference of an intelligent designer. Unless you did something to deserve your

face looking like a cats anus. Then all bets are off, obviously.

  

Learning64  •  

I'm an atheist, and disagree with Michael, but I'm pretty sure that YOUR lack of a picture

speaks volumes. And insulting people's appearance is the best you can do? That is a logical

fallacy. In case you are unable to look that up, please visit http://www.nobeliefs.com/falla...

and look at the definition of "Ad hominem". ad hominem: Latin for "to the man." An arguer who

uses ad hominems attacks the person instead of the argument. Whenever an arguer cannot

defend his position with evidence, facts or reason, he or she may resort to attacking an

opponent either through: labeling, straw man arguments, name calling, offensive remarks and
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